Level 1 Parallel RTN-BLAS: Implementation and Efficiency Analysis
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Modern high performance computation (HPC) performs a huge amount of floating point operations on massively multi-threaded systems. Those systems interleave operations and include both dynamic scheduling and non-deterministic reductions that prevent numerical reproducibility, i.e. getting identical results from multiple runs, even on one given machine. Floating point addition is non-associative and the results depend on the computation order. Of course, numerical reproducibility is important to debug, check the correctness of programs and validate the results. Some solutions have been proposed like parallel tree scheme [1] or new Demmel and Nguyen’s reproducible sums [2]. Reproducibility is not equivalent to accuracy: a reproducible result may be far away from the exact result. Another way to guarantee the numerical reproducibility is to calculate the correctly rounded value of the exact result, i.e. extending the IEEE-754 rounding properties to larger computing sequences. When such computation is possible, it is certainly more costly. But is it unacceptable in practice?

We are motivated by round-to-nearest parallel BLAS. We can implement such RTN-BLAS thanks to recent algorithms that compute correctly rounded sums. This work is a first step for the level 1 of the
BLAS routines. We study the efficiency of computing parallel RTN-sums compared to reproducible or classic ones – MKL for instance. We focus on HybridSum and OnlineExact, two algorithms that smooth the over-cost effect of the condition number for large sums [3,4]. We start with sequential implementations: we describe and analyze some hand-made optimizations to benefit from instruction level parallelism, pipelining and to reduce the memory latency. The optimized over-cost is at least 25% reduced in the sequential case. Then we propose parallel RTN versions of these algorithms for shared memory systems. We analyze the efficiency of OpenMP implementations. We exhibit both good scaling properties and less memory effect limitations than existing solutions. These preliminary results justify to continue towards the next levels of parallel RTN-BLAS.
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